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Abstract
Tropical cyclones range among the costliest of all meteorological events worldwide and planetary
scale warming provides more energy and moisture to these storms. Modelling the national and
global economic repercussions of 2017’s Hurricane Harvey, we find a qualitative change in the
global economic response in an increasingly warmer world. While the United States were able to
balance regional production failures by the original 2017 hurricane, this option becomes less viable
under future warming. In our simulations of over 7000 regional economic sectors with more than
1.8million supply chain connections, the US are not able to offset the losses by use of national
efforts with intensifying hurricanes under unabated warming. At a certain warming level other
countries have to step in to supply the necessary goods for production, which gives US economic
sectors a competitive disadvantage. In the highly localized mining and quarrying sector—which
here also comprises the oil and gas production industry—this disadvantage emerges already with
the original Hurricane Harvey and intensifies under warming. Eventually, also other regions reach
their limit of what they can offset. While we chose the example of a specific hurricane impacting a
specific region, the mechanism is likely applicable to other climate-related events in other regions
and other sectors. It is thus likely that the regional economic sectors that are best adapted to
climate change gain significant advantage over their competitors under future warming.

With annual global damages amounting to $26bn
[1], tropical cyclones (TCs) range among the cost-
liest and most harmful natural disasters. In the US,
they have causedmore than half of all damages attrib-
uted to extreme weather since 1980 [2]. One par-
ticularly destructive hurricane was Harvey in 2017.
It made landfall along the Texas coast on 26 August
2017 as a category 4 TC on the Saffir–Simpson scale.
Stalling for four days, the storm released torrential
rainfall and flooded large areas, predominantly in the
state of Texas but also in Louisiana [3]. Harvey resul-
ted in 89 deaths and caused an estimated total dam-
age of $125bn (in 2017 dollars). Adjusting for price
inflation, this makes Harvey the second-costliest hur-
ricane on record after Katrina (2005) [2].

Natural disasters like Hurricane Harvey not
only cause dramatic loss of life and damages in

capital stock locally (denoted ‘damages’ hereafter).
Losses of local production from business interrup-
tion (denoted ‘direct losses’ hereafter) also propagate
through the global supply chain network and lead to
higher-order effects and associated economic reper-
cussions (denoted ‘indirect’ or ‘higher-order’ effects)
elsewhere in the world [4–6]. Analyses of such indir-
ect effects from individual historic TCs [7, 8] suggest
that also Harvey’s economic repercussions extended
well beyond the directly affected area within the US.

With intensifying weather extremes due to
anthropogenic climate change [9], the damages, dir-
ect losses and thus indirect repercussions from TCs
can be expected to increase in the future [1, 10–12].
It has already been shown that a significant share
of Harvey’s economic costs can be attributed to the
∼1 ◦C global warming in 2017 [13]. Even though TC
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frequency is believed to decrease or remain stable,
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) projects an increase in intensity and pre-
cipitation of the most severe TCs [14–16], and partic-
ularly those with a genesis in the North Atlantic basin
[17]. In addition to changed climatic conditions [18],
increased economic values at risk are another factor
for exacerbated future TC damages [19, 20].

On the 16th anniversary of Hurricane Katrina,
Hurricane Ida made landfall in Louisiana on 29
August 2021 [21]. Even though among the five cost-
liest US hurricanes on record [22], Ida’s damages
did not match those of Katrina, which has been
attributed to the improved New Orleans levee system
after the latter. While there are meteorological dif-
ferences between the two storms, this example high-
lights the importance to assess possible impacts of
past events under future conditions so that appropri-
ate countermeasures can be taken. Here, we aim to
assess possible economic repercussions of Hurricane
Harvey under further global warming. To approach
this, we use a storyline method [23–25] and con-
struct counterfactual scenarios of Hurricane Har-
vey under future climate conditions. The storyline
approach aims to generate and assess plausible effect
chains that probabilistic approaches would typically
fail to cover due to the relatively rare occurrence of
extreme events like Hurricane Harvey. Previous stud-
ies (e.g. [26–29]) that show exacerbated economic
repercussions from TCs under climate change often
use large ensembles of simulated TCs or try to detect
trends in historic observations. Here we focus on a
single historic event and the economic repercussions
it could result in under different climate.

1. Method overview

We generate counterfactuals for an additional
increase in global warming of up to 4 ◦C after 2017.
These counterfactuals are based on a conceptualiz-
ation [30] of the original (i.e. unscaled) Hurricane
Harvey, modelled as a decrease in productive capa-
city (the direct economic shock). Note that this shock
only models short-term business interruption and
does not cover reconstruction efforts or externalit-
ies on, e.g. the transport sector (see supplement A:
methods and [30] for details). The original scenario
is then projected to future climate (scaled or counter-
factual scenarios). We generally assume a shock for
the US states Texas and Louisiana with exponential
decay, deriving the initial shock intensity from the
share of the economy that is geographically exposed
to the hurricane. For the latter, gross regional product
on a county level is used as a proxy. The duration of
the shock is estimated from reported initial unem-
ployment claims in the state of Texas after Hurricane
Harvey.

Projections are based on the expectation that
precipitation will increase with global warming and

that hurricanes may grow larger [12, 31–33] and
have longer decay time on land [34], affecting larger
areas. According to theClausius–Clapeyron equation,
warming of 1 ◦C yields an additional 7% of possible
air moisture [35] and thus potential precipitation.
However, precipitation increase from hurricanes due
to climate changemust be assumed to bemuch higher
[36] and previous studies [35, 37, 38] confirm this
for the case of Hurricane Harvey. We therefore here
use the average best estimate of the three studies on
Harvey, i.e. about 19% ◦C−1 warming [13]. Assum-
ing that damages increase linearly with precipitation
and that recovery time from business interruption is
proportional to damages, we scale the original hur-
ricane’s recovery time with the precipitation increase.
Likewise, we scale the initial shock intensity with the
increase in exposed gross regional product resulting
from larger affected areas. The size of TCs is typically
determined as radii of various wind speeds [39] and it
is uncertain whether and how it is affected by climate
change [16]. However, some studies find a moderate
increase in wind speed radii with larger temperatures
[40, 41]. We therefore here assume three scenarios A,
B and C with no, moderate (5 km ◦C−1) and strong
(10 km ◦C−1) increases in radius of affected area by
flooding from Hurricane Harvey. Along these three
scenarios, we vary parameters slightly for points in
steps of 1 ◦C to obtain estimates for variability of the
dynamics in our model at these points.

Higher-order effects of natural disasters are often
analysed, i.a. using computable general equilibrium
(CGE) or I–O (input–output) models. For this study,
we use the agent-based model Acclimate [42]. A full
review of the variety of models and their applica-
tions is beyond the scope of this study and can be
found in the literature [4, 43, 44] but we here give a
brief reasoning of the model choice and basic func-
tioning. For all details on the model, please see the
model publication [42]. Unlike CGE models [44],
Acclimate does not require market equilibrium. This
is particularly important in the immediate aftermath
of a disaster [7] which we focus on here. At the
same time, there is only one equilibrium and the
model cannot capture longer-term structural net-
work adaptation or economic growth. Like I–Omod-
els, Acclimate assumes a fixed-proportion produc-
tion function. However, it is less rigid than I–O
models [43, 44] in that it can respond to price changes
and adjust each agent’s production capacities. The
economic and spatial resolution of Acclimate is in
principle only bound by data availability for the
underlying baseline network, theoretically allowing
the simulation of single firms as agents. Here, as
baseline, we use a disaggregated [45] version of the
EORA multi-region input–output (MRIO) database
[46] for the year 2015. With a total of 268 regions and
27 sectors, this results in over 7000 economic agents
that are connected through a dense network of more
than 1.8million trade relations.
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Agents in Acclimate represent economic sectors
of entire regions (countries, generally and states or
provinces for the US and China, respectively). Their
rationale is, for an agent-based model, rather soph-
isticated with a local optimization scheme. This is
guided by prices, in particular, extra unit produc-
tion costs when firms use additional idle capacities
and costs that arise through deviating from baseline
supply relations. Additionally, agents can resort to
inventories, storages, when needed. The dynamics of
the model accordingly depends not only on the struc-
ture of the underlying network, but also on the para-
meterization of emerging local price changes as well
as storage sizes and usage time frames. For this model
parameterization we overall stick to the parameters
values that have been identified in the model descrip-
tion publication [42] (supplementary table 4). How-
ever, for key price and storage parameters we conduct
a sensitivity analysis over a wide value range in sup-
plement B: sensitivity analysis.

In this paper, we analyse how net production
changes globally in the direct aftermath of the dis-
aster. Hereafter, we refer to net production volumes,
i.e. the difference of an agent’s outputs to its inputs,
simply as ‘production’. We assess if and how direct
production losses in Texas and Louisiana can be bal-
anced out by other regions. We thereby define pro-
duction increases by other regions as compensation
efforts for direct losses, or simply as compensation.
Note that compensation here should not be confused
with wages, a notion common in other branches of
economics. We find that while the United States are
able to compensate for direct local production losses
from the original 2017 hurricane, this is no longer
possible with further global warming. Losses in the
US cannot be offset by national efforts with intensify-
ing hurricanes under unabated warming. At a certain
warming level, other countries and regions step in
to supply the necessary goods for production. In the
highly localized mining and quarrying sector (which
here also comprises oil and gas production), this
happens already with the original Hurricane Harvey
and intensifies under warming. Eventually, also other
regions reach limits ofwhat they can offset, suggesting
an individual threshold for compensation capabilit-
ies. Our results show that countries have an interest
to adapt their economies such that they are able to
compensate for direct losses from extreme weather
in order to keep a competitive advantage. One pos-
sible way of adaptation is regional distribution of
production capacities. For sectors where this proves
challenging, sufficient buffers are necessary to reduce
dependencies on other regions for compensation.

2. US unable to compensate for losses
under climate change

We first investigate how global production changes
during the first year after the original, unscaled

hurricane. For this, we aggregate each region’s differ-
ence from baseline production during this time and
find that—all sectors combined—production gains
outweigh losses on a global level. The latter are almost
exclusively direct losses in Texas (99.6% of all losses)
while indirect losses after the disaster can be regarded
as negligible. California, New York and Florida as
the economically strongest US states show the largest
share of gains. Even though directly affected by the
hurricane, Louisiana can compensate for local direct
losses. In total, losses in Texas are about equal to the
gains in all other US states, meaning that the coun-
try can overall compensate for these losses. However,
while other regions in the world experience produc-
tion increases due to the temporary scarcity of goods,
the US does not profit from this stimulus due to the
compensation efforts.

While the US can overall compensate for direct
losses in Texas, this is not achieved on the individual
level of the mining and quarrying sector which is
highly concentrated in Texas. Texas is responsible for
over 42% of US crude oil production and over 25%
of US natural gas production5. We compare how pro-
duction is redistributed globally in this sector after
the hurricane, compared to an aggregate of all other
economic sectors. For each region, we calculate the
share of global production gains or losses, respect-
ively, depending on whether a region experiences an
overall increase or decrease in production compared
to baseline. Results are shown (again for the time of
one year after the hurricane) in figure 1. We observe
that the lost production in Texas results in amuch dif-
ferent production distribution for the different sec-
tors. Only about 11.5% of global production gains in
the mining and quarrying sector are realized within
the US as opposed to about 62.8% for the aggreg-
ated remaining sectors. At the same time, mining and
quarrying gains realized within the US do not out-
weigh losses in Texas, resulting in a net production
loss of the country in this sector. To offset this loss on
a global scale, demand and thus production are shif-
ted from the US to other strong mining and quarry-
ing export regions (figure 1(b), supplementary table
2). The degree to which production is shifted to these
regions is significantly higher than with regards to
the aggregated remaining sectors. We note that also
strong coal-producing regions like Australia, Indone-
sia and India show increased production in this sec-
tor, even though Texas and Louisiana are respons-
ible for only small shares of total US coal production
[47, 48]. The reason for this lies in the economic
baseline data we use for our model. In this data, min-
ing and quarrying does not only contain monetary
flows for oil and gas trade but also other fossil energy
resources and their production like coal.

5 www.eia.gov/state/print.php?sid=TX.
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Figure 1. Global production anomaly distribution for the unscaled Hurricane Harvey. Net regional gains or losses as percentage
share of global total gains or losses, respectively, for (a) an all industry aggregate without the mining and quarrying sector and
(b) only the mining and quarrying sector. Production anomaly is calculated as a region’s difference in production quantity during
the first year after the hurricane to baseline production. Orange colours indicate production gains, purple colours indicate losses.
Grey regions without significant production. Note the different scales of gains and losses for better visibility. All region shape files
retrieved from GADM [49].

Weobserve that production gains outside of Texas
grow when projecting the original, unscaled direct
economic impact of the hurricane to future climate.
In figure 2 we show the relative production difference
on a global scale for all simulated scenarios, exclud-
ing Texas and Louisiana as directly affected regions.
We find that, for all assumed temperature-radius
relationships, global production increases roughly
linearly with global warming. Notably, the relative
production increase of the mining and quarrying sec-
tor is slightly more than twice the relative increase
of the rest of the industry. This factor is a result of
the respective sector shares of global exports from
Texas (supplementary table 3), which are almost twice
as high for the mining and quarrying sector as for
the aggregated other sectors.While global production
excluding the directly affected US-states increases
with all assumed temperature-radius relationships,
the steepness of the slopes for this relationship has

an impact on the change of absolute production val-
ues. However, the qualitative result of linearly increas-
ing global production is robust against variation of
the assumed slopes and the dominant factor for pro-
duction increase is the change in temperature, given
the moderate radius increases. Results are also robust
against slight variation of radius and temperature
(boxed fields in upper panels and error bars in lower
panels of figure 2).

On a global level, the increasing gains offset direct
losses under all temperature increases and assumed
slopes (figure 3), resulting in net production gains
(grey shading in upper panels) in all sectors. Gains
in all sectors—both the aggregated sectors and min-
ing and quarrying—increase at a slower pace than
losses throughout all simulated scenarios, resulting in
a slight decrease of net gains. The United States, on
the other hand, can only just compensate for losses
in all sectors excluding mining and quarrying under
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Figure 2. Global production anomaly under simulated climate impact. Anomalies are shown as relative production difference for
an aggregate of all global regions except Texas and Louisiana during the first year after the hurricane impact, relative to baseline
values for (left) an all industry aggregate without the mining and quarrying sector and (right) only the mining and quarrying
sector. (Upper panels) Heat maps with all simulated combinations of∆T (global mean temperature change after 2017) and∆r
(radius change to the original Hurricane Harvey). Lines A, B and C denote possible relationships between the two, with slopes 0,
5km◦C−1, 10km◦C−1. Nine fine-grained simulations were conducted along these slopes for each∆T ∈ [0,1,2,3,4] ◦C (boxed
fields,∆T± 0.1 ◦C and∆r± 1 km). (Lower panels) Mean and value range for the boxed fields of each slope in the upper panels.

the original, unscaled hurricane scenario. Under all
considered slopes, futurewarming results in net losses
(panel (c)). As stated above, the US can in no scen-
ario compensate for mining and quarrying losses on
a national level (panel (d)) and net losses in this sector
intensify under future warming. In particular, unlike
the other sectors, mining and quarrying gains in the
US only increase moderately compared to the losses
in this sector. This suggests that other US states have
reached a limit to which they can compensate for
losses in Texas, even in the unscaled scenario.

3. Remote regions reach compensation
limit under climate change

We further investigate which regions compensate for
losses in Texas under climate change, both in themin-
ing and quarrying sector and the aggregate of all other
sectors. For this, we calculate the shares of global gains
for different groups of regions (figure 4), which we
group according to their total export volume exclud-
ing the mining and quarrying sector (AI-MQ) as well
as the export volume only in the latter. Regions are

grouped such that they make up 50%, 75% and 95%
of global exports. In addition to this, we also explicitly
show shares for the US which ranges in the top 50%
exporters for the aggregate of all industries except
mining and quarrying sector and in the top 75% of
mining and quarrying exporters. For each of these
groups and all considered radius-temperature rela-
tionships, we calculate absolute gains and the share of
global gains in the according sector (or sector group,
respectively) that the regions were grouped by. Abso-
lute gains and shares of the respective other sectors
can be found in the supplements (supplementary
figures 1 and 2).

We find that while global gains continually
increase for each of the considered region groups
with global warming (lower panels), there is a shift in
gain distribution towards smaller regions (i.e. regions
with less exports in the baseline state, upper pan-
els). This shift is most prominent with the strongest
assumed radius-temperature relationship (scenario
C) although shifts can be observed across all slopes
with similar qualitative behaviour. Most promin-
ently, the mining and quarrying exporters that are in
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Figure 3. Absolute gains and losses in the US and globally. Gains (orange) and losses (purple) as well as their sum (grey) (upper
panels) globally and (lower panels) in the US are shown for (left) an aggregate of all sectors excluding the mining and quarrying
sector and (right) for only this sector. Values are shown for the same slopes A, B and C as in figure 2. Vertical bars represent value
range of mini ensembles for temperature changes in steps of 1 ◦C. Solid lines show (linearly interpolated) values for temperature
change values in steps of 0.25 ◦C.

the top 75% group but not in the 50%+USA group
increase their share of gains in this sector under cli-
mate change (panel (b), blue trend lines) while shares
of the largest exporters (top 50%) generally decrease,
both in this sector as well as the other sectors (panel
(a)). This suggests that the degree to which large
exporters can (cost-efficiently) compensate for losses
in Texas diminishes with a stronger climate-induced
direct impact. The latter reach their compensation
limits and other (smaller) regions take up increas-
ing shares of compensation. This shift from (export-
wise) larger regions to smaller regions is more pro-
nounced for themining and quarrying sector than the
remaining aggregated sectors, suggesting that large
exporters in this sector reach their compensation lim-
its earlier. This behaviour can be explained with the
high regional aggregation of this sector both in the
US and globally and the larger relative share of global

production that is lost with the direct impact. There-
fore, the degree to which the remaining US states can
profit from global gains is also smaller in the min-
ing and quarrying sector compared to the other sec-
tors and gains are mostly realized outside of the US.
However, we observe the same qualitative behaviour
of increasing gain shares for smaller exporters in the
top 75% group also in the aggregated remaining sec-
tors (trends in panel (a)). It is less pronounced for
these sectors (because regional aggregation is not as
high as for the mining and quarrying sector) but is
generally applicable to all sectors.

While gains (i.e. compensation efforts) outside of
Texas generally increase both in the US and the rest of
the world, we now quantify the degree to which these
gains balance out losses. We define the compensation
to loss ratio (CLR) as the ratio between a region’s or
region group’s gains and losses, considering a specific
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Figure 4. Gains of regions grouped by export volume. Gains are shown for groups of regions that make up 50%, 75% and 95% of
global exports (left) in all aggregated sectors except the mining and quarrying sector (AI-MQ, supplementary table 1) and (right)
only the mining and quarrying sector (MQ, supplementary table 2). (Upper panels) Relative shares of global gains and (lower
panels) absolute values. Legends for upper panels are in respective lower panel. Bar height denotes mean values of gains from the
fine-grained simulations along slopes A, B and C as in figure 2, with the full range of values shown as vertical error bars.
Horizontal lines mark mean values without global warming. Solid blue lines are linear fits for the AI-MQ:50 and AI-MQ:75 or
MQ:50+USA and MQ:75 groups, respectively.

sector or a group of sectors. A CLR above 100%
means that losses are (over-) compensated, a neg-
ative CLR below this threshold indicates that losses
are not (fully) offset. We compute the CLR on a US
and global level (figure 5), again for the aggregate
of all sectors except mining and quarrying as well as
only this sector. As previously shown, for the US as a
whole, direct losses in the aggregated sectors can be
compensated for in the unscaled scenario, while this
is no longer the case with climate change (CLR below
100%, panel (a)). This finding is consistent along
all assumed slopes for the radius increase although
full compensation lies within the range of uncer-
tainty until 1 ◦C of additional warming after 2017
(i.e.∼2 ◦C compared to pre-industrial temperatures)
for scenario A. For the mining and quarrying sector
(panel (b)), the CLR on a US level lies continually

at ∼18% or below. Production in this sector being
highly regionally aggregated in Texas, other US states
have not the capacity to compensate for direct losses
under any of the considered scenarios.

On a global level, gains outweigh losses both for
the aggregated sectors as well as the mining and quar-
rying sector. This is reflected in a CLR well above
100% with all considered scenarios (lower panels in
figure 5), albeit with decreasing trend for ongoing
global warming. Hence, while the economic system
of the US is not capable to compensate for losses, the
world as the superordinate economic system is. Glob-
ally, the CLR in the mining and quarrying sector for
the unscaled scenario starts at a much lower value
than in the aggregated other sectors, which is due to
the relatively larger importance of Texas in this sector
on a global level. Therefore, to compensate for losses

7
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Figure 5. Compensation to loss ratio CLR. Production gains, relative to losses (upper panels) for the US only and (lower panels)
globally (including US) for (left) an all industry aggregate without the mining and quarrying sector and (right) only the mining
and quarrying sector. Mean values and the value range are shown for the fine-grained simulations along slopes A, B and C as in
figure 2.

in Texas inmining and quarrying, other regions reach
their compensation limits earlier in this sector than in
the aggregated remaining sectors.

4. Discussion

Our findings from simulating the projected global
economic impact of Hurricane Harvey under climate
change illustrate how direct production losses from
a strong local economic shock are offset, i.e. com-
pensated for, in the global economic system. We find
that the US, as the directly affected country, cannot
compensate for direct losses of the hurricane under
further global warming, leaving the US at a compet-
itive disadvantage. Other regions take over to offset
these losses until reaching their own compensation
limits, with compensation shares gradually shifting
from large to smaller exporters as global warming
continues.

These are not hard limits, but rather a matter
of cost effectiveness. In the model used here, mar-
ginal production costs increase in production exten-
sion (i.e. production above baseline), making com-
pensation effortsmore expensive. This reflects the fact
that, in practice, a region cannot increase produc-
tion infinitely but is bound by production capacity
which in turn is limited by, e.g. availability of labour
and production assets. A sensitivity analysis of some
important model parameters like the price increase
in production extension is provided in supplement B:
sensitivity analysis.We find that our results are robust
to these parameter variations. Changes inmagnitudes
of gains and losses are small compared to the changes
resulting from climate variation.

Of course, the modelling of the shock is rather
stylized and the direct impact may vary in reality,
both with regards to the unscaled scenario as well
as the scaled scenarios. In particular, the quantitative

8
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relationship between radius of the hurricane and tem-
perature is unknown, although it is likely for a hur-
ricane like Harvey to grow larger under progressing
climate change. For this reason, we assumed different
possible relationships between temperature increase
and radius change and found our results to be qual-
itatively consistent across these relationships, with
slightly different magnitude. Main driver in the mag-
nitude of the results is the change in temperature and
associated precipitation increase.

Applying the same direct impact to all sectors is
a strong simplification. However, we do not claim
to have modelled the economic shock exactly like it
happened historically. Rather, we were interested in
the global economic repercussions to a shock with
magnitudes like Hurricane Harvey and how these
change under global warming in a storyline/counter-
factual approach. In particular, we chose to investig-
ate the mining and quarrying sector in comparison
to the remaining economy. Of course, this sector will
likely play a very different role in the future and
we emphasize that it was chosen due to its strong
regional concentration in Texas and the US. Even
though thismay change in the future, findingsmay be
generalized to any such high regionally concentrated
economic sector. We argue that applying identical
shocks to this sector as to all others is a reasonable
approach to investigate how the underlying structural
differences regarding the sectors impact the economic
response.

A source of uncertainty is the EORA MRIO table
which we use as underlying network, comprising 26
industry sectors and final consumption. While more
detailedMRIO tables are available for specific regions,
global coverage inevitably comes at the cost of lower
sectoral detail. As a result, e.g. production of oil, nat-
ural gas, and coal are all contained in the mining and
quarrying sector,making these goods interchangeable
in the model. In this comparably coarse resolution
the model assumptions of goods being perfect com-
plements and the network structure itself being fixed
(i.e. demand and supply can only be shifted between
existing supply relations without creating new ones)
are reasonable.

Accordingly, the amounts of compensation glob-
ally and in the US should be regarded with care
due to uncertainties in the modelling of the direct
impact as well as the used model. However, we stress
the qualitative findings of our research and their rel-
evance to disaster impact analysis. Stronger direct
impacts from major hurricanes like Harvey under
climate change (with otherwise unaltered socioeco-
nomic conditions) will at some point exceed the com-
pensation capabilities of the US. The exact temper-
ature, however, is subject to uncertainties. While we
investigated a specific TC in the United States, our
findings are likely applicable for any country that
is threatened by major localized extreme weather
events. These countries will be in a position of

economic disadvantage, especially with regards to
sectorswith strong exposure andhigh level of regional
concentration. Besides climate mitigation, economic
adaptation in the formof regional distribution of pro-
duction capacities is therefore advised. For sectors
where this proves challenging, sufficient buffers are
necessary to reduce dependencies on other regions for
compensation.

We here looked into the temporary global redis-
tribution of production volumes in the disaster after-
math. It has been shown that hurricanes can also
affect growth patterns [50] with long-lasting effects
[51], which we cannot model here due to a static
economic baseline. However, shifts in production
towards other regions may steer investments, thereby
perpetuating these regions’ economic advantages. We
plan to investigate this in the future by implementing
an investment scheme and thus adding endogenous
growth to our model.
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